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A means has been devised to machine a DuPont slug on a turret 
lathe. This operation consists of using a small form tool 
and the lead screw on the lathe to machine the thread on the 
work piece. The work piece can be supported by using a sta- 
tionary chuck mounted on the hexagon turret of the lathe. A 
roughing tool can be mounted next to the form tool to remove 
the major portion of the stock, 
to machine a light cut. 

thus enabling the form tool 
A double radius tool and cut-off 

tool could be mounted on the back of the cross slide and the 
radius and cut-off operation could be performed simultaneously 
on the work piece being machined. The movements needed to 
perform this operation are listed as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

Load uranium rod in feed tube of turret lathe with approx- 
imately two inches protruding from the collet in the spindle. 
Close collet. 

Move cross slide towards spindle against stop and move 
carriage towards spindle against stop, thus machining the 
two inches of protruded rod. 

NOTE: This enables the rough rod to be held by the sta- 
tionary chuck mounted on the hexagon turret. 

Move ram on turret towards spindle against stop and lock 
in place. Open spindle collet and feed the two inches of 
already machined stock through the stationary chuck mounted 
on the hexagon turret. 
surface of rod. 

Close stationary chuck on machined 

Close spindle collet. 

Move carriage away from spindle against stop. 

Move cross slide towards work piece against stop. 

Engage feed lever on carriage for .020 inch per revolution, 
thus roughing the work piece and machining the formed thread. 
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8. Back-off cross slide to atop, thus causing the double 
radius tool to machine a double radius on the work piece 
and the cut-off to cut off the previous two inches of 
machined surfaces. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Page 2 

Move cross slide towards spindle in order to remove the 
double radius and cut-off tools. 

Open spindle collet and stationary chuck. 

Unlock ram on hexagon turret and turn spoke wheel to re- 
move stationary chuck away from work piece. 

Open stationary chuck, remove the machined piece. 

Turn spoke wheel and move turret ram towards the spindle 
against turret stop and lock ram. 

Open spindle collet and feed stock with previously machined 
work piece still attached through the stationary chuck 
against the inside stop mounted inside the hexagon turret. 
Close spindle collet and stationary chuck. 

;;tEtt procedures above in order to machine another work 
. 

. 
This operation will provide more support for the work during 
the machining operation than the previous threading operations 
that were tried on the Acme Gridleya. This operation will 
also enable us to incorporate the use of the hi-jet system for 
applying coolant. The form tool used during this operation 
could be made for an approximate price of $5.00. Because 
there is no chatter during the threading operation we should 
obtain excellent tool life. In order to develop this operation 
it will be necessary to obtain the use of a turret lathe for 
approximately one month. Since there is a #b Morey turret 
lathe now installed in the Alba Craft Shop in Oxford, Ohio, 
this would enable us to develop this operation by reopening 
the development contract with Mr. Albaugh. Once the operation 
is developed we would then be able to determine production 
rates. It is possible to incorporate the use of air chucks on 
the main spindle and the stationary chuck on the hexagon 
turret which would speed up this operation considerably and 
reduce the amount of fatigue for the operator. 
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SUBJECT PROPOSED PROGRAM TO DEVELOP A TURRET LATHE OPERATION FOR MACHINING 
THlE SRO SLUG 

TO J, M. Ciborski 
FRmA J, Farr 
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A program will be initiated to develop a machining operation on a 
turret lathe for fabricating the SRO slug. 
consist of rough turning, 

This operation will 
threading, radiusing and cutting off. 

A more detailed explanation of the operation is as follows: 

1. Load uranium rod in feed tube of turret lathe with approxi- 
mately two inches protruding from the collet in the spindle. 
Close collet. 

2. Move cross slide towards apindle against stop and move 
carriage towards spindle against stop, thus machining the 
two inches of protruded rod. 

NOTE: This enables the rough rod to be held by the sta- 
tionary chuck mounted on the hexagon turret. 

3. Move turret on ram towards spindle against stop and lock in 
place. Open spindle collet and feed the two inches of al- 
ready machined stock through the stationary chuck mounted 
on the hexagon turret. 
surface of rod. 

Close stationary chuck on machined 

4. Close spindle collet. 

5. Move carriage away from spindle against atop, 

6. Move cross slide towards work piece against stop. 

7. Engage feed lever on carriage for .320 inch per revolution 
thus roughing the work piece and machining the formed thread. 

8. Back-off cross slide to stop, thus causing the double radius 
tool to machine a double radius on the work piece and the cut- 
off to cut off the previous two inches of machined surface. 

9. Move cross slide towards spindle in order to remove the double 
radius and cut-off tools. 

:"lO*.".,&en spindle collet and stationary chuck. 

on hexagon turret and turn 
chuck away from WC-1~ ~qn~~ 
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,/ 12. Open stationary chuck, remove the machined piece. 

13. Turn spoke wheel and move turret ram tow&rds the spindle 
against turret stop and lock ram. 

14. Open spindle collet and feed stock with previously machined 
work piece still attached through the stationary chuck against 
the inside stop mounted inside the hexagon turret. Close 
spindle collet and stationary chuck. 

15. Repeat procedures above in order to machine another work 
piece. 

The equipment, fixtures and tooling needed to develop this mach- 
ining operation are listed as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

It 

One turret lathe equipped with a lead screw that willproduce 
a 50 pitch thread. 

One form tool and tool holder. 

One double radius tool and tool holder. 

One cut-off tool and tool holder. 

One air chuck (power driven) to fit hexagon turret. 

One air chuck for main spindle. 

One stock feed tube assembly. 

Coolant fixtures. 

has been proposed that this development work be performed at 
the Alba Craft Shop in Oxford, Ohio because there is a #4 Morey 
turret lathe available for experimental use, also this will enable 
us to have the special fixtures, tools and etc. fabricated. Once 
the operation is developed provisions will be made for machining 
2000 uranium slugs at the Alba Craft Shop. This will enable us 
to determine production rates, tool wear and etc. 

The cost of all fixtures and tooling fabricated by the Alba Craft 
Shop will be covered by a subcontract. Materials needed for these 
fixtures and tools will be supplied by National Lead. Operators 
time and consulting time for performing experimental work on the 
turret lathe and machining the 2000 pieces mentioned above will 
also be covered by the subcontract. 

A breakdown of the approximate costs of this project are aa follows: 
costs 

1. Length of contract two months $m 

2. Engineering time (NLO) $1,500 
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costs 
3. Materials for fixtures, tooling, etc. $1 

Approximate Total $5,000 
The above costs will include machining time needed to fabricate 
2000 uranium work pieces. 
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